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Meer dan voorheen brengen we onze 

tijd thuis door, dus hét moment voor 

verandering is nu. De nieuwe collectie 

van Bodilson is ontwikkeld om jouw 

huis het gewenste thuisgevoel te 

geven. 

De collectie bestaat uit een mooie mix 

van nieuwe items in verrassende 

vormen, verfijnde materialen, grafi-

sche prints en aaibare stoffen. Laat je 

inspireren en start met dromen.

Onze dealers kunnen je informeren 

over uitvoeringen, prijzen en de stof-

mogelijkheden laten zien. Bij Selected 

Dealers vind je de volledige Bodilson 

Shop Experience met de nieuwste 

collectie. Reguliere dealers hebben een 

kleinere selectie uit de collectie staan.

More than before, we spend our time 

at home, so the time for change is now. 

The new collection from Bodilson has 

been developed to give your home the 

desired home feeling.

The collection consists of a nice mix of 

new items in surprising shapes, refined 

materials, graphic prints and cuddly 

fabrics. Get inspired and start dreaming.

Our dealers can inform you about 

versions, prices and show the fabric 

options. At Selected Dealers you will 

find the full Bodilson Shop Experience 

with the latest collection. Regular 

dealers have a smaller selection from 

the collection.
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luxurious materials such as soft boucle, accents in black and natural 
materials create a cosy living atmosphere. we dare to mix round shapes 

with straight lines for a modern twist.
dexter dining chair from € 289 dexter dining sofa from € 399 
slide dining table from € 1.099 filippa high cabinet € 999 
toraja hanging lamp € 129

clip fauteuil from € 479



talas coffeetable € 299

bow tapestry € 99

shark element 96cm from € 750

scarpe cushion € 119

clip fauteuil from € 479

alumi table lamp € 49filippa cabinet € 999

pebble carpet coffee from € 299

butler coffee table € 119

SHOP THE
LOOK



kodi hanging lamp € 149

slide dining table from € 1.099river dining chair from € 359

right dining sofa 220cm from € 699 • corner element from € 499 • element 80cm from € 429

tapestry middle € 179

cabo carpet - lead from € 399

zen cabinet € 849

SHOP THE
LOOK



KREDO carpet dove grey from € 399

bloom corner sofa

be surprised by the combination 
with the blox coffeetables.

cabo carpet - beach from € 399 bloom 3-seater 
1A + 3-seater 1A from € 2.389 black sun 
coffeetable set € 499



moon mirror set € 99 spirit cabinet € 849

riva mesch cabinet € 699 finn fauteuil from € 399

bloom 3-seater 1A + 3-seater 1A from € 2.389 muma cushion 40x60cm € 49

cirque cushion Ø45cm € 69 bloom 3-seater 1A + longchair 1A from € 2.199

cago sidetable € 149

cabo carpet - beach from € 399 blox coffeetable rectangular € 399

blox coffeetable square € 499

alba pouf from € 199 black sun coffeetable set € 499

pebble carpet - terra from € 299

SHOP THE
LOOK



Whether you go for yellow accessories 
or a completely ocher sofa, with yellow 

in your interior you have a cheerful 
vibe at home. Tip: Combine yellow with 

brown, success guaranteed!

rib fabric is also referred to as 
ribcord or velvet and is a very popular 
fabric. this limited fabric ‘mystic’ is 
only possible on sofa check. available 

in 3-seater, 3,5 and 4-seater.

cabo carpet - neach from € 399

check 3-seater € 1.499 trip coffeetable € 299

check 4-seater in colour 12 taupe

scatter cushion 
40x60cm from €49



six sence candle holder € 34,95

winn dining chair from € 299

room dining table from € 1.199

tapestry large € 249

capoeira black set of 3 € 24,95

toraja hanging lamp € 129

oskar secretaire € 1.199

wess dining chair from € 279

SHOP THE
LOOK



A fresh addition to our collection is the 

Scandinavian cabinet series with a light 

blonde color. Secretaire Oskar, wall

cabinet Filippa and the Lasse lowboard 

are finished with oak veneer.

The secretaire connects various resi-

dential functions. With shelves, it serves 

as a storage place, but is also a home 

workplace and provides space to display 

favorite accessories. Thanks to the same 

color on the wall behind the secretaire, 

personal items get the attention they 

deserve!  The Filippa wall cabinet is 

elegant, more feminine and just a little 

bit different.

With the Lasse lowboard you can create 

a sturdy, Scandinavian atmosphere in 

your interior in an instant and offers 

many storage options. This series with 

refined details guarantees peace and 

unity in the interior.

oskar secretaire € 1.199

filippa cabinet € 999

lasse lowboard € 1.199



trip coffeetable marble € 299

thinn coffeetable € 99

indy & jafar hanging lamp € 79

scoop pouf € 249

tapestry small € 99

linea table lamp € 79

matteo hocker from € 549

cubic fauteuil from € 499

scarpe cushion 30x60cm € 99

matteo 4-seater from € 1.499 cabo carpet 
- white from € 399 atlas coffeetable € 149 
scarpe cushion 30x60cm € 99

SHOP THE
LOOK



YES, I
WOOD

craftmanship

wild oak

Our tables are made of new wood, from natural wild 

oak. This is popularly called rustic oak. That means 

every tree is different. The table in the showroom 

will be different from the table you will receive, 

because each tree grows under different living 

conditions. These differences manifest themselves 

in different wood grains, deformities, cracks, pores 

and make every wooden furniture unique. Grooves, 

cracks and knots are worked with traditional in-

struments and the rustic look is preserved. 



scarpe cushion 30x60cm € 99

striped tapestry € 179

connect  dining sofa 235cm + corner sofa from € 1.298

zedd sidetable € 299

maka hanging lamp € 99

patch dining chair from € 239

fresh dining chair from € 209

SHOP THE
LOOK

right dining sofa from € 599
room dining table from € 1.199

room dining table from € 1.199



ton sur ton doesn’t just sound chic, it is chic! in this way of 
furnishing you use different shades of the same color and put 

them together. check out the river dining chair on which we mixed 
brown fabric and leather. the result: a calm, but stylish effect!

click 3-seater 1 arm + dormeuse from € 2.499 kredo 
carpet - light grey from € 399 capoeira black set of 3 
birds € 24,95 una cushion brown 45x45cm € 99 lola 
roll cushion cinnamon € 29

rovale dining table from € 1.199 kodi hanging lamp € 149 river dining chair from € 349 



square 3-seater 1 arm + recamiere from € 2.499

zion dining chair from € 309

landscape tapestry € 249

ring Ø225cm carpet € 599

bits mirror € 169 todd coffeetable € 199

alba pouf from € 199

ray dining table from € 699

SHOP THE
LOOK

cooper 3-seater 1 arm L/R + longchair € 2.499 pebble Ø225cm carpet € 599 tapestry medium € 179 atlas coffeetable € 149



cabo carpet - lead from € 399

dos carpet 
170x240cm € 399
200x300cm € 599

cabo carpet 
170x240cm € 399
200x300cm € 599

pebble carpet 
Ø150cm € 299
Ø225cm € 599

kredo carpet 
170x240cm € 399
200x300cm € 599

ring carpet 
Ø225cm € 599

WOOLEN
CARPETS

dyed wool carpet with backing

Our woolen carpets are durable and hand-
made so very carpet is unique. The wool is 
dyed in color and has a matte appearance. 
The addition of viscose creates more shine 
and depth in the carpet.

Woolen carpets are made of woolen fibers 
that have been twisted into long strings. 
In use small wool fibers can release. That 
is normal and nothing to worry about. The 
mixing with the viscose yarn ensures that 
this is limited. 

The Bodilson carpets are provided with a 
backing; a stiff cotton cloth that is attached 
to the woolen cloth. As a result, the carpet 
remains nicely flat and an underlay is in 
principle not necessary.

carpet made 
by hand



BODILSON
Postbus 118
6960 AC EERBEEK
The Netherlands
www.bodilson.com

Headoffice
Coldenhovenseweg 43
6961 EB EERBEEK
The Netherlands
0313 659321 
sales@bodilson.com

Colour differences to pictured images shown may occur. Sizes, 
text and images are subject to changes and printing errors. 
Bodilson reserves the right to make improvements to model, 
measure and material.


